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Summary 

Geospectra IPDS (Infrasonic Passive Differential 
Spectroscopy) is a technology for direct detection of 
hydrocarbons applied in exploration, field development 
and field monitoring.  

Geospectra IPDS technique is based on the principles of 
non-linear behavior of fluid systems in porous media. 
Hydrocarbon in the pore system of reservoir rocks can be 
detected as a characteristic deformation of the natural 
earth noise spectra in the low frequency range between 
0.2 and 10 Hz. These low frequency seismic signals are 
recorded passively at the surface with ultra high sensitive 
seismometers. The signals are spectroscopically 
analyzed to produce a unique spectral signature which is 
used as a direct hydrocarbon indicator. 

 

Introduction 

“Passive seismic” technologies in general can be divided 
into the following categories: 

- Low frequency acoustic spectroscopy 

- Structural seismic 

- Micro earth quake monitoring  

Low frequency acoustic spectroscopy as a technology 
has been applied since several years for long distance 
detection of objects (submarines and others) and natural 
events in earth hazard prediction and vulcanology. In 
1995 a small group of scientists converted the 
experiences from the military industry to apply low 
frequency acoustic spectroscopy to detect the presence 
(or absence) of hydrocarbon in geological structures. In 

our first experiments in 1997 we discovered the 
phenomena that on the top of an oil reservoir the natural 
earth noise spectra show an increase of magnitude in the 
frequency range between 0 and 6 Hz. This increase is 
accompanied with the appearance of several spectral 
lines which turned out to be characteristic for the reservoir 

and the transmission path between reservoir and acoustic 
receiver. This phenomenon was observed in different 
locations, in different reservoirs and in different countries 
with different geology and environment.  

Figure 1 

An explanation for the phenomenon of increase of 
spectral power in observed reservoirs in the frequency 
range [0,6] Hz is based on the theory that the 
hydrocarbon reservoir as a multifluid system in porous 
material has an unconventional (non linear) transfer 
characteristic for acoustic waves: The hydrocarbon 
reservoir is a frequency converter which converts 
frequencies from the higher part of the natural earth noise 
spectra into lower (and higher) parts of the spectra: 

Frequencies f1, f2 - conversion product 
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For us is only interesting (nf1 – mf2) for n,m = 1 because 
all other elements of the conversion product are absorbed 

Producing well 
in Kuwait 

Dry hole in Texas 
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between reservoir and surface. The conversion power S 
of the reservoir can be approximated as  

NPTKS •=  

with K = Constant (reservoir characteristic) 

NPT = Net pay Thickness. 

This theoretical approach can be shown in a simulation, 
however, a microscopic explanation is still under 
investigation. An interesting aspect from the history of the 
development of Geospectra IPDS is that the R + D team 
at the beginning was dominated by physicists and 
electronic engineers and we were not focused on 
detecting hydrocarbon: Our focus was to detect an object 
(reservoir) in the subsurface with a certain influence on 
the propagation of acoustic and/or electromagnetic direct 
waves. For this reason it is not correct to call Geospectra 
IPDS a “Direct Hydrocarbon Indicator” – it is rather a 
“Reservoir Indicator”. 

 

Method and Problems 

Geospectra IPDS is called a “passive Technology”. 
“Passive” means we do not apply an artificial technical 
source like a vibrator – however of course there is a 
source: The source is the omni present and omni 
directional natural earth noise. This seismo acoustic 
background noise – which can be observed at every 
location around the globe – is a white noise with some 
characteristic spectral peaks at 0,1 – 0,2 Hz caused by 
the standing waves of the ocean (Aki and Richard, 1980) 
and by the eigenmodus of the terrestrial crust (Suda et al, 
1980) in the millihertz range. The converter response of 
the reservoir is registered by an ultra sensitive 
seismometer on the surface. We use a seismometer 
which was specially designed in-house by GeoDynamics  

Figure 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The seismometer is based on the electrodynamic 
principle and has a proprietary so called “inverse loop” 
magnetic system with an extremely high magnetic flux to 
avoid any influence from external magneto dynamic 
fields.  

� System constant 30.000 – 120.000 V sec/m 

� weight 18 kg 

� natural frequency 0.4 Hz 

� frequency range 0.1 – 40 Hz.  

The series 30 Seismometer is battery powered (30 hours) 
self adjusting against gravity changes and self calibrating. 
(Remark: The 30.000 V sec/m version was specially 
designed for low noise desert environment while the 
120.000 V sec/m version was designed to detect micro 
dynamic events.) In a normal setup we use an array of 4 
to 20 seismometer simultaneously which are arranged in 
a line profile or an aerial grid with a spacing between 150 
and 1000 meter depending on the special target of the 
survey. Unfortunately the signal detected is a composition 
of the natural earth noise (which is unstable for short 
periods) of transients, man made noise and a non 
periodic converter response of the reservoir or in other 
words – the signal detected has a certain non periodic 
dynamic behavior. For this reason to achieve a statistical 
reliable result the recording time has to be “as long as 
possible”, i.e. not less than 40 minutes. We apply 40 
minutes for regular surveys and 90 minutes for well 
measurements. In special cases we use a permanently 
installed monitor seismometer as a reference point. In 
regular surveys the density of data points is 
approximately 3 per line profile or 4 per sqkm. The 
advantage of the system is that it is extremely flexible and 
the setup can be adapted to the actual needs: A field 
monitoring survey may have 400 data points on an area 
of 100 sqkm whereas in a pre cursor survey for the 
detection of leads an area of 1000 sqkm may be covered 
with only 200 data points which has an important 
economic aspect. The interpretation of the recorded 
signals is very complex and the key factors for the 
analyses are:  

� Spectral Power 

� Appearance of Spectral Lines 

� Dynamic Behavior of the Signal. 

 

Results 

In this paper we will demonstrate the results of three field 
applications: 

A: Delineation of a drilling location in a field under 
development in Middle East; 

B: Delineation of a drilling position for two well in West 
Texas; 

C: Time lapse monitoring results in a gas field in 
Middle East. 

A: 

Problem: The field Q in Middle East is under 
development. A certain number of wells are drilled, tested 
and plugged. 5 of those wells are located on a profile QP1 
with a total length of 30 km. Another well No. 11 was 
scheduled to be drilled in February 2006. Our task was to 
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found out, if the chosen well position would be 
prospective. From the existing wells W1, W2, W4, W5, 
W7 the petrophysical data especially the Net Pay 
Thickness were known. In June 2005 we acquired 
Geospectra IPDS field data from the 5 existing wells 
along profile QP1. The data acquisition on the 32 km 
profile took one week due to the unfriendly desert 
environment. We correlated the IPDS data with the Total 
Net Pay Thickness. The correlation is shown in Figure 3. 

Figure 3 

The quality of the correlation gave us a reliable tool to 
calibrate further measurements in this area. In December 
2005 we ran an infill program between well No. 2 and well 
No. 7 on a 9 km section of QP1 covering the proposed 
new well position. The data acquisition program took 8 
days. According to the trend line in Figure 3 the acquired 
data resulted in a total Net Pay in this position of about 
132 ft. The well No. 11 in this position was spudded in 
February 2006 and tested and completed in May 2006. 
The findings resulted in 125 ft Net Pay. The total Net Pay 
distribution according to our calibration is shown in  
Figure 4: 

Figure 4 

The figure shows also the pattern of a possible sealing 
fault system in this section of profile QP1. 

Remark: The problem with this type of calibration is that 
a) reliable petrophysical data must be available and b) the 
calibration wells should have the same depth and should 
have penetrated the same horizons. Also it is a problem 
to compare data from different geological situations and 
different reservoir types. 

 

B: 

Problem: Find drilling location in an oil field in West 
Texas. The field has a size of approximately 2 x 2 km. We 
applied a 2D grid across the whole area of interest with a 
DP spacing of approximately 180 meter with 130 Data 
Points. Survey time 8 days. No precise data were 
available except the position of a dry hole and the position 
of a producing well. The results are shown in Figure 5: 

Figure 5 

Remark: In that part of the world the key task is not to 
predict precisely the amount of recoverable oil – it is more 
important to avoid drilling of dry holes because drilling dry 
holes is the major cash drain for small independent oil 
companies. 

C: 

The following example shows the results of a time lapse 
acquisition in a Gas field in Middle East after 3 years of 
production. Figure 6 shows the situation from the data of 
an acquisition campaign executed in 2001.  

Figure 6: 
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Figure 7  

shows the situation in 2004 when an extended survey 
program was executed for further field extension. 
(Unfortunately no production reference data are available 
or can be published.) The acquired IPDS data were 
referenced to an undisturbed position indicated in  
Figure 6. 

 

Discussions and Conclusions 

Passive low frequency seismo acoustic spectroscopy 
(Geospectra IPDS) has proven more than 90 projects – 
with approximately 15.000 data sets – worldwide to be a 
reliable information tool for the identification of 
hydrocarbon reservoirs. Geospectra IPDS as a Direct 
Reservoir Indicator is complementary to traditional 
geological and geophysical methods – and is not 
intending to replace any of them; however, it provides a 
set of information which was not available or recognized 
until now. The passive nature of this technology opens a 
new dimension of information although instrumentation 
and data interpretation have a certain limit in application. 
The technology is extremely flexible and environmental 
friendly and able to reduce costs and risks dramatically – 
both in exploration and in production. The most prominent 
sectors of application are to be seen in 

� Greenfield delineation in virgin areas as a pre 
cursor for traditional reflection seismic 

� Exploration to delineate most probable drilling 
positions and to reduce drastically the risk for 
drilling dry wells. 

� Field development for the delineation of the 
hydrocarbon pool and identification of the oil/water 
contact. 

� Oil field monitoring to identify the time lapse sweep 
efficiency of the hydrocarbon pool and provide an 
intelligent quasi online information system 

Passive identification methods by nature provide 
broadband multiple information and so there are several 
spin offs in passive low frequency seismoacoustic signals 
subject to complementary interpretation such as 

identification of faults, identification of structural reservoir 
changes. At the current situation of world wide energy 
aspects the most important things are to reduce the risk 
of exploration, because the “easy” reserves are already 
discovered, but much more important is to increase the 
recovery factor in already explored and producing oil 
fields by enhanced oil field management – and for this 
purpose and under all relevant aspects passive acoustic 
spectroscopy like Geospectra IPDS seems to be the most 
effective monitoring tool. 
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